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ALL MY HOPES now terminate in my bishoprick 
of Virginia.” So wrote Jonathan Swift to 
Colonel Hunter, the lieutenant governor-

designate of Virginia, on March 22, 1709. We do not 
know how serious a proposal this was, but in any case 
it did not happen. And in 1713 Swift was appointed to 
the deanery of Saint Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin. He 
would never be a bishop, in Ireland or anywhere else. 
But his correspondence begs a tantalizing question: 
what if Swift, rather than Seabury, had been the first 
bishop in America?

Such musings, as provocative as they may 
be, are not history. And yet Swift’s correspondence 
reminds us that the subject of a bishop (or bishops) 
for the American colonies did not originate with the 
clergy of Connecticut in the late eighteenth century. 
As early as 1638, Archbishop William Laud had 
planned to send a bishop to the colonies, only to be 
distracted by troubles (ironically enough) in Scotland. 
The question of a bishop for the colonies was raised 
from time to time throughout the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, but it would remain unanswered 
for one reason or another. It was, in part, due to this 
chronic difficulty of establishing a resident bishop in 
the colonies that John Wesley and George Whitefield 
got into the trouble they did, laying the foundation of a 
division among Christians that remains to this day.

Bishops in the territory that was to become 
the United States have always been a problem, and 
not for Anglicans only. Rome was itself in a dilemma 
of how to get resident bishops in America, too. The 
jurisdiction of Quebec was vested in the Archbishop of 
Rouen from the early seventeenth century, rather as the 
jurisdiction over colonial territories in British America 
and the Caribbean was to be given to the Bishop of 
London. By 1659 Quebec had its first resident bishop. 

His jurisdiction extended throughout all of New 
France, which included a swathe of territory on the 
western border of the British colonies as far south as 
Louisiana.

But of course the organization of the supply of 
Roman Catholic clergy for both French-speaking and 
English-speaking North America was unique. In those 
early years until their suppression in 1773 much of the 
missionary work was in the hands of the Jesuits, usually 
foreign-born and ordained before their deployment to 
North America. They were highly mobile, motivated 
and effective. Even after the Episcopal Church 
developed a new understanding of missionary bishops 
in the nineteenth century, we would never be so nimble 
in the face of missionary opportunity as the disciples of  
Saint Ignatius.

Yet when it came actually to appointing a 
Roman Catholic bishop in the colonies, there was firm 
resistance. They came with much of the same social 
and political baggage as their Anglican counterparts. 
They were seen to derive at least some of their authority 
from foreign power, both secular and ecclesiastical. 
After generations of a delicate relationship between 
laity and clergy in the colonies—in which the laity had 
the upper hand—there was some concern, especially 
on the part of the clergy, that a bishop would upset the 
balance of power.

Interestingly, it was thought that if there were 
to be a Roman Catholic bishop in America, it would be 
better for that bishop to be a local ordinary, the resident 
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bishop of a national church, rather than a vicar apostolic. 
The great John Carroll, who was in due course to be that 
first Roman Catholic bishop,1 wrote in 1784 to a colleague: 
 
“[b]ut this you may be assured of, that no authority derived from 
the Propaganda2 will ever be admitted here; that the Catholick 
Clergy & Laity here know that the only connexion that they ought 
to have with Rome is to acknowledge the pope as the Spiritual 
head of the Church; that no congregation existing in his states 
shall be allowed to exercise any share of his Spiritual authority 
here; and that no Bishop Vicar Apostolical shall be admitted; 
and if we are to have a Bishop, he shall not be in partibus (a 
refined political Roman contrivance), but an ordinary national 

Bishop, in whose appointment Rome shall have no share.”3  
 
This was a time when Roman Catholics in the emerging 
United States valued not just their political freedom, but 
their ecclesiastical freedom as well, and a vicar apostolic 
would be under the direct authority of the Holy See—
not a popular post-Revolutionary prospect.4

IN THIS WIDER CONTEXT we must set the struggles 
to bring the historic episcopate to American Anglicans 

in the post-Revolutionary period. It was a closely-run 
thing. At every juncture in those years after the war, the 
chances were high that Anglicanism in the new United 
States would emerge as a very different sort of body 
from what we now consider classical Anglicanism.

Bishop Marshall has made a critically important 
contribution to the study of the Episcopal Church of 
this period with his immensely learned, perceptive and 
provocative book on Seabury and his times. He has 
changed forever the picture of Samuel Seabury that 
lies at the heart of the myth of the nascent Episcopal 
Church. This is not a biography of Seabury in the 
strict sense. For that one must still turn to the studies 
of Bruce Steiner, Anne Rowthorn and others. Here 
we have a work that turns the conventional view of 
“Samuel Seabury bad, William White good” on its 
head; it thereby gives us a much more nuanced, and 
consequently more believable, view of Seabury, White, 
and other characters in the story.

As a liturgist himself, Marshall places at the 
heart of the study a consideration of the rival liturgies 
that were being written at the time. It is revealing indeed 
to see how radical some of these revisions were. It 
was not simply a question of scratching out the King’s 
name from existing copies of the English Prayer Book, 
changing the overtly political references in the Articles, 
and adopting the resulting Book entire. If some had had 
their way, creeds, canticles, and much more besides 
would have been ejected from the Prayer Book of 

the new American Church. And had White and others 
indeed had their way, the ecclesiastical descendants of 
the Anglican colonists would have looked much more 
like Presbyterians than Anglicans.

In this struggle not just over liturgy, but also 
over polity and theology, Seabury played a significant, 
and, one must now say, crucial role. It is clear from 
Marhsall’s study that we are in as much, if not more, 
debt to Seabury’s theological mind as we are to White’s 
organizational skills. It is Seabury’s eucharistic 
understanding that lies at the heart of the 1979 Prayer 
Book, not the understanding of the Pennsylvania 
churchmen. For this we should be grateful.

Marshall turns all sorts of previous conceptions 
about the history of the period on their heads, and revises 
significantly, and convincingly, the views of Hatchett, 
Steiner and others. We forget that, contrary to the view 
that Seabury was hungry for a mitre, he was, in fact, 
the also-ran: Jeremiah Leaming was the first choice 
of the Connecticut clergy to be their bishop. When he 
demurred, the lot fell to Seabury. Had he accepted (he 
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later regretted that he had not), the story would have 
come out rather differently for all.5 

We can no longer say, as we often do, that 
the chief reason that we have a democratic system of 
government in the Episcopal Church is because our 
structures were set up by the same folk who set up the 
system of our national government. “This is not true, for 
the most part,” asserts Marshall. What is true, he says, 
is that “the architects of both the new church and the 
new republic shared a philosophy.” This is a much more 
plausible view, and it enables us to see more clearly the 
intense struggles that were involved in setting up the 
system of a church that was to be episcopally ordered 
and synodically governed.

We owe more to Samuel Seabury, in liturgy, 
ecclesiology and theology, runs Marshall’s fundamental 
thesis, than we have ever properly acknowledged. There 
is no doubting William White’s stature and importance; 
but there is now no longer a need to exalt the one at the 
expense of the other.

Marshall discerns even in the commemoration of 
“The Consecration of Samuel Seabury” in our liturgical 
calendar a certain unease in our institutional memory 
of our first bishop. Whereas White has his own feast, 
Seabury does not. We commemorate the act of the gift 
of the historic episcopate from Scotland to America, 
but not the man himself. This unease Marshall seeks at 
every turn finally to lay to rest. He does so crisply and 
convincingly. It may at last be time to grant Samuel 
Seabury the liturgical recognition he deserves, and give 
him a commemoration of his own.

This is a fine book in every respect; it is 
engaging and well written. The accompanying CD-
ROM is packed with primary documents, and it makes 
this book so much easier to use, as well as so much 
richer a resource. Needless to say, some will find views 
to challenge in this study. But there is no doubt that in a 
very few pages, Marshall has advanced our knowledge 
of the period and the principal players, and there is no 
going back.

Marshall does what few scholars ever really do: 
he tells us things that are both new and true, and he 
does this with authority, and not as the scribes. No one 
who wants truly to understand this crucial period of our 
history can do without this book.

NOTES

1 In a fascinating turn of events, Carroll would choose to 
be ordained to the episcopate in England, at the hands of 
Charles Walmesley, who was then vicar apostolic, in 1790. 
Equally fascinating was the allusion of the preacher on that 
occasion, Carroll’s friend and co-worker, Charles Plowden, 
who very clearly set Carroll’s ordination and episcopate 
in the succession of Augustine of Canterbury, in words 
that sound strangely familiar to Anglican ears. Spalding 
describes the scene: “‘Glorious is the day, my brethren,’ 
Plowden declaimed, ‘for the Church of God which sees new 
nations crowding into her bosom.’ The orator saw in the 
recent revolution, which had ‘dismembered the great British 
Empire’ and given birth to ‘a new empire in the West,’ 
the designs of Providence for restoring the purity of the 
faith planted by Augustine of Canterbury among English-
speaking people. Carroll, ‘the first Father and Bishop of the 
new church,’ was another Austin.” See Thomas Spalding, 
The Premier See: A History of the Diocese of Baltimore, 
1789-1994 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1989), pp. 21f. So both American Episcopalians and 
American Roman Catholics claim their apostolic succession 
through bishops from the British Isles.
2 That is, the Sacred Congregation of the Propaganda Fide, 
which at this period was responsible for missionary work 
through the expanding colonial lands.
3 Quoted in Thomas Spalding, op. cit., p. 10. The fascinating 
introductory chapter of this important book, in which the 
story of the struggle of the Catholic Church to establish a 
bishop in the colonies is told, now needs revision in the light 
of subsequent historical study of the Reformation and its 
aftermath.
4 The other group to establish bishops in North America at 
about this time was the Russians. But their situation was 
very different, and Orthodox bishops came to America, as 
it were, through the back door. Catherine the Great gave 
consent to the Alaskan mission in 1793, and the first bishop, 
Ioasif (Bolotov) arrived on Kodiak Island in 1794. Until 
well into the twentieth century, bishops for the national 
Orthodox churches were missionary bishops, often returning 
to their native countries after service in the United States or 
Canada.
5 Nor should one forget, when examining character, that 
neither Leaming nor Seabury was present at the meeting of 
the clergy that elected them. But William White presided 
over the meeting of the four clergy of Pennsylvania when 
he was elected a bishop, and over the subsequent meeting of 
clergy and laity that confirmed the election.


